PITY NEWS
Yesterday we got the information from China about the cancellation of 2011 WBC.
Jason has been trying very hard to find the host city and he found some
possibilities and tried until yesterday but finally there was no city in China to host
the event this year.
Dear Hiro
I have contacted with all cities today, and didn't get any confirm reply.
Most cities have the problem of budget for WBC this year. So I have to
abandon the plan of WBC China round in 2011. After working hard for
almost a year, we will go on to promote Biketrial sports and hope there
will be other events soon.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Jason,
Thanks for your answer. Thanks for your effort. Even not good news this
time, I believe that we will have the opportunity in the future. The next
year, I hope China and Japan will have WBC for Asian riders, and all
riders in the world. I hope more Chinese riders will travel to WBC in
Czech and Catalonia this year.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro
Thanks for your great support. I will go on to do my best. Zhao Xuan
already asked about WBC plan this year. Hope he will participate in the
competition.
Best Rehards
Jason
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BIU RULES FOR 2011
BIU rules 2011, we will send to delegates by PDF via e-mail soon. Up to now, we got some
advice from some officials and modification is almost finished. We are still waiting for the
confirmation of some officials, but any way we will close it today and send the final version
tomorrow. If you prefer the “word file”, please let us know it that we can send it.
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INFORMATION FROM GERMANY
You can check the video about Euro Cup last year on the youtube. Thanks for the

information to Frank.
Dear Hiro,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CdkUCqZVxE

Frank
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SOME COMMENTS FOR DVD
Preparation to send the next DVD “2010 WBC Italy” for delegates is over. We have been waited
for receiving the activity report and the answer for 2010 BIU SURVEY from the other countries.
But not any. It is a pity. The DVD will be post on the next week on Monday.
Happy new year for you too, Hiro. I also received the DVD about
Vilanova de Prades. A very nice gift. Thank you very much in behalf of
BUE.
Best regards,
Màrius Mollà
Dear Hiro.
Received the DVD few days ago. Thanks a lot for this interesting report !
Very nice to remember those great moments we lived in Vilanova de
Prades. Thanks again and very happy and BikeTrialer 2011!!!! Same
wishes
for
all
delegates
and
BikeTrial
people!
Enric
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Hello Hiro,
the first DVD (Catalunya) as arrived now.
Yesterday our little rider Diego Crescenzi was in national television RAI
for 10 minutes during famous transmission. When registration is
available we publish it on BikeTrial Italia.
Thank you for the DVD.
Happy 2011 to all Rider !
Giuliano from Italy
Dear
Hiro,
Happy New Year 2011! Sorry it's too late, this month I'm in college
semester final exams so the schedule is very tight. Thank you very
much for the DVD we have received on 29th December before night.
Happened to be some kids rider who stay after join the YH Cup days
before, so we immediately watched it together. It's great, we could see
the situation, process, etc. well. The kids said they want to join WBC
someday and to become like Dani Comas. A kid very like him. We are
keep trying to hold first Biketrial Indonesia event, earliest maybe able at

the end of February or in March 2011. Please send us about your event,
thanks!
Sincerely
yours,
Yosnison Maretsa
Dear Hiro,
Your DVD was a nice gift for my Christmas, thank you very much for it.
Have a great and successful 2011 year and I am looking forward to our
further cooperation.
Libor
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